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1. INTRODUCTION 
My (pen) name is James Pinion and I have been exposing 
investment and crypto scams since 2013. For the last couple 
of years I have been doing it at TBBOB.com. 

The fight against scams is not always easy, I get threats, insults 
and my website gets DDoS attacked by scammers who are 
not happy that I expose them, you can read the full story on 
my website.  

Over the years I have published well over 1,000 scam alerts 
and reviews and helped thousands of people to avoid scams, 
which saved them money, often very important amounts. My 
fight is real and with a proven history, you can check 
TBBOB.com to see for yourself. 

As it is becoming increasingly hard to sustain this fight 
because it takes a lot of time and resources, I’ve come up with 
an idea about how people can support my anti-scam fight in a 
fun way. Enter the Anti-scam TBBOB Fight Squad NFT 
collection. 

https://tbbob.com/anti-scam-tbbob-fight-squad-nft-collection
http://TBBOB.com


2. TBBOB NFT COLLECTION 
I asked an artist to create what will be the base for a collection 
of 10,000 unique NFTs. It will be 
called the Anti-Scam TBBOB Fight 
Squad NFT collection. You can 
see the basic character in the 
picture. 

This is the Detective Tiger that 
represents the TBBOB anti-scam 
fight. 

Each NFT will have a unique set of 
characteristics, no two NFTs will 
be the same. This is a concept 
made famous by Crypto Punks. 

This NFT collection is created for 
people who want to support my 
fight against investment and 
crypto scams. 

It is inevitable that some people 
will get involved for speculation 
purposes, and it is perfectly fine, 
as long as they know very well 
what they are doing. 

But it is not my proposition. I am presenting you the TBBOB 
NFT collection purely as a way of supporting my anti-scam 
work. 



3. TOKENOMICS 
The TBBOB NFT collection will be minted and released on the 
XRP Ledger (XRPL). However, the XRPL does not natively 
support NFTs yet, we have to wait for an amendment, it will 
probably be the XLS20d standard that will implement it. 

This is why the TBBOB NFT collection will first be represented 
by standard tokens on the XRPL. 

There is 10,000 TBBOB tokens. Later, when the NFTs are 
minted, 1 TBBOB token will be equal to 1 real NFT, you will be 
able to exchange the token for the NFT. 

One of the first NFT marketplaces on the XRPL will probably 
be the one that is being developed by Sologenic, so the 
TBBOB NFTs might be released there, but we have to wait for 
technical details and I will let the community vote on Twitter 
about the marketplace. 

85% of the TBBOB tokens will be distributed for free. 
15% of the TBBOB tokens will be distributed for money. 

It will go this way: 
7,500 tokens distributed via airdrops 
1,000 tokens or NFTs distributed via giveaways - marketing 
1,000 tokens distributed in a presale 
500 tokens or NFTs kept by TBBOB for future sales 



4. AIRDROPS AND PRESALE 
The distribution of the TBBOB tokens (that will later be 
exchangeable for the real NFTs) is going to happen as 
follows: 

DECEMBER 8 Presale of 1,000 tokens. Starting price is 
2021    30 USD paid in XRP for the first 100  
   tokens. Then the price increases 5 USD  
   every 100 tokens to 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60,  
   65, 70 and 75 USD respectively. 
   Starting time: December 8, 2:00 PM GMT  

DECEMBER 15 1st airdrop of 2,000 tokens to token  
2021   holders with the ratio of 1:2. Which means  
   that for every token you hold, you will  
   receive 2 additional tokens for free. 
   Snapshot time: December 15, 9:00 AM  
   GMT (will be made via xrpscan.com) 

DECEMBER 22 2nd airdrop of 2,000 tokens to every  
2021   account with a TBBOB trust line. Snapshot  
   time: December 22, 8:00 AM GMT 

DECEMBER 29 3rd and final airdrop of 2,000 tokens to  
2021   every account that holds at least the    
   amount of the TBBOB token that is equal  
   to the 2nd airdrop.  
   Snapshot time:  
   December 29, 9:00 AM GMT 



EXPLANATION 
The presale’s intent is to create a healthy market with TBBOB 
tokens before the airdrops take place. 

The first airdrop is to reward early supporters who bought the 
token. You will have to buy the token first to be included in 
the 1st airdrop. 

Second and third airdrops are open for everyone, anybody 
can participate without buying anything. If you do not buy the 
token, you will have to hold everything from the 2nd airdrop 
to qualify for the 3rd airdrop. 

The third airdrop is meant to motivate people to hold the 
token from previous airdrops. If for example there is 0.15 
TBBOB token distributed per account in the 2nd airdrop, to 
be eligible for the 3rd airdrop, you need to hold at least 0.15 
TBBOB in your wallet. 

UPDATE September 2022 

In a surprise 4th airdrop another 2017 TBBOB tokens 
were distributed to holders. 



5. HOW TO PARTICIPATE AND GET THE TOKENS 
To be able to get the TBBOB tokens, you have to have an 
active XRP account (minimum balance 12.1 XRP) and set a 
trust line to the TBBOB issuing account. 

If you are using the Xumm app, just click on the following link 
and confirm it: TBBOB trust line 

If you are using the XRP Toolkit, add a custom token and use 
this information: 

Issuer: rMxrnxXHi3aibzQ79B91AtzXBYfbPqbzZK 
Currency: 5442424f42000000000000000000000000000000 
Limit:  10000 

PRESALE 
You need to have an activated XRP account and the trust line 
set as explained above. 

Then, starting December 8, 2:00 PM GMT, you can buy the 
TBBOB token: 
- using the XUMM Dex xApp 
- using the Sologenic Exchange  
- using the XRP Toolkit  

Or any other app and tool that allows access to the XRPL 
decentralised exchange. 

https://xumm.community/?issuer=rMxrnxXHi3aibzQ79B91AtzXBYfbPqbzZK&currency=5442424F42000000000000000000000000000000&limit=10000
https://xumm.app/detect/xapp:xumm.dex?issuer=rMxrnxXHi3aibzQ79B91AtzXBYfbPqbzZK&currency=5442424F42000000000000000000000000000000
https://sologenic.org/trade?market=5442424F42000000000000000000000000000000+rMxrnxXHi3aibzQ79B91AtzXBYfbPqbzZK/XRP
https://www.xrptoolkit.com


1st AIRDROP 
2,000 tokens will be divided among accounts that meet the 
following condition: 

You have to hold any amount of the TBBOB token in your 
account. In the airdrop you will get 2x the amount you hold. 

Example: You hold 1 TBBOB token during the 1st airdrop 
snapshot on December 15, 9:00 AM GMT. So you will get 2 
free TBBOB tokens in the 1st airdrop. 

2nd AIRDROP 
2,000 tokens will be divided among accounts that meet the 
following condition: 

All you need to do is to have an active XRP account with the 
TBBOB trust line set and fill in this simple Google form. You 
provide just your XRP address and your Twitter handle. You 
must be following TBBOB on Twitter with that Twitter handle. 

3rd AIRDROP 
2,000 tokens will be divided among accounts that meet the 
following condition: 

In order to participate in the third airdrop, you have to hold in 
your account at least the amount of TBBOB tokens that was 
distributed per wallet in the 2nd airdrop. 

https://forms.gle/LgHKKxDEv28Fupr86
https://twitter.com/TBBOB2


6. TRANSPARENCY 
In order to assure the maximum amount of transparency, I am 
giving you the XRP account addresses associated with this 
project. So you can check what is happening at any time and 
verify that I am being honest. 

Issuing account: rMxrnxXHi3aibzQ79B91AtzXBYfbPqbzZK 
This account issued 10,000 TBBOB tokens and was 
subsequently blackholed, so it can’t issue any new tokens, 
ever. 

Presale account: rGTUpSi16HcSxTq1h9f3aCWaTCHqGNkxUU 
This account will be used for the the presale, all 1,000 tokens 
will be placed on the XRPL decentralised exchange for sale. 

1st airdrop account: rNqHWViWNLxMZhzu7ELmHo4f3nrh9th6Ri 
This account will be used for the first airdrop, all 2,000 tokens 
will be distributed to token holders. 

2nd airdrop account: rMiQwCaEDfCjq758AsFrZj8b8tKggqGBx9 
This account will be used for the second airdrop, all 2,000 
tokens will be distributed to accounts with the TBBOB trust 
line. 

3rd airdrop account: rweYoCYnqbxszAkiUQMSTd1uYE3Czykz3k 
This account will be used for the third airdrop, all 2,000 
tokens will be distributed to holders of the TBBOB token. 

https://bithomp.com/explorer/rMxrnxXHi3aibzQ79B91AtzXBYfbPqbzZK
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rGTUpSi16HcSxTq1h9f3aCWaTCHqGNkxUU
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rNqHWViWNLxMZhzu7ELmHo4f3nrh9th6Ri
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rMiQwCaEDfCjq758AsFrZj8b8tKggqGBx9
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rweYoCYnqbxszAkiUQMSTd1uYE3Czykz3k


Giveaways account: rNCviJE3nJcLJv1RDPfddkyBoQrNimhzbD 
This account will be used for giveaways and marketing 
purposes. All 1,000 tokens will eventually be distributed to 
the public, either in the form of the original token or later in 
the form of the TBBOB NFT. 

TBBOB account: rLJ2CyPmJ95d5uD2YCaHRNnfLetf6Tq2Yp 
These 500 tokens are reserved for me personally so that I can 
keep the TBBOB.com anti-scam fight going on. Unfortunately, 
the XRP Ledger does not allow escrow for other tokens than 
XRP, otherwise I would lock these TBOB tokens. But I make 
the pledge not to touch this account until at least January 
2022. 

In other words, I won’t sell a single of these tokens before all 
the airdrops are finished. I might never sell any of them and 
instead get 500 NFTs when they are minted. 

Final note for complete transparency: The TBBOB NFTs will 
have a 5% reselling fee. Which means that every NFT 
transaction that involves change of ownership in exchange for 
money will get me a 5% commission from the sale price. 

Such a fee is the standard in the NFT world. Again, this will 
help me to keep TBBOB.com going. 

https://bithomp.com/explorer/rNCviJE3nJcLJv1RDPfddkyBoQrNimhzbD
https://bithomp.com/explorer/rLJ2CyPmJ95d5uD2YCaHRNnfLetf6Tq2Yp
http://TBBOB.com
http://TBBOB.com


7. TECHNICALITIES 
When gathering feedback on Twitter about this project, 
several people suggested that I use the ARDY airdrop tool by 
Strategyengine (@_Bear_Bull). Because it has some built-in 
mechanics to filter out airdrop bots and farms. 

So I will use ARDY for the second and third airdrop. However, I 
will have to do the first airdrop manually, since ARDY does not 
allow a dynamic token amount for every account. 

ARDY's built-in protection against bots and airdrop farms is 
out of my hands, so don’t blame me for skipped accounts in 
the second and third airdrop. I will rely on it because at this 
time this airdrop tool is the standard on the XRPL. 

Also, the ARDY tool comes with a warning that it can go 
wrong and that it went wrong in past. @_Bear_Bull told me 
that it is fine and that he is using it for his own airdrops. 

However, if something goes wrong, I will have to improvise. 
The supply of 10,000 TBBOB tokens is limited, the issuing 
account is blackholed, so it can’t issue any new tokens. 

For all airdrops I ask you for patience, they will likely take 
several days. 



8. DISCLAIMER 
If you get involved in any shape or form in the TBBOB 
presale, NFT sale and/or airdrop(s), you agree that you read 
this entire whitepaper and that you understand and agree 
especially with the following: 

1. This whitepaper is for informational purposes only and is 
not intended to be legally binding. Its purpose is to 
provide relevant information about the TBBOB NFT 
project. I reserve the right to change any information in 
this document. I will do my best to do everything as 
outlined in the first version of this document, however it is 
possible that I run into technical or other difficulties that 
will force me to make changes. 

2. If you buy the TBBOB token or later the TBBOB NFT, you 
have to understand how blockchain technologies work, 
especially the XRP Ledger, in order not to make technical 
mistakes and lose money. If you buy the token or the NFT 
for purposes other than supporting TBBOB.com and my 
work on it, you have to understand the risks of investing in 
digital assets and speculating. There is a great risk that 
you will lose a part or all the money you invest in digital 
assets. 

3. It is beyond my abilities to know rules and laws that apply 
to digital assets in every country in the world. It is your 
duty to know the rules and laws of your country and act 
accordingly. Before participating in the presale, sale or the 
airdrop, you have to know if these events are legal in your 
country. If they are not or if you have doubts, don’t 

http://TBBOB.com


participate. Due to the nature of decentralised blockchain 
technologies, it is impossible for me to restrict any 
participation based on location or citizenship anyway, so 
the responsibility is on you. 

9. FINAL WORD 
Thank you for reading this whitepaper. I want to reiterate that I 
am doing this NFT collection to support my anti-scam work at 
TBBOB.com. Please bear that in mind if you choose to 
participate in any of the airdrops or the presale. Thank you. 

The TBBOB token represents the TBBOB NFTs, one token will 
get you one NFT. This is what it is all about, to get the NFTs 
when they are minted.


